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Annexed Research Section

NAGATSUGI Lab

Development of Intelligent Molecules for the Regulation of Gene Expression in Cells

Fumi
Nagatsugi
Prof.
K. Onizuka
T. Matsumoto
H. Okamura

Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
control of the gene expression ／
intelligent artificial nucleic acid ／
crosslinking agents ／ non-coding
RNA

Our research activities have focused on the
creation of functional molecules that exhibit
specific recognition and reaction to the DNA
and RNA. The functional oligonucleotides
incorporating such intelligent agents
would enable chemical modulation of gene
expression with high sequence-selectivity at
a single nucleoside level. Recent progress
in our group includes achievement of
highly efficient cross-linking reaction with
specificity toward cytosine at the target
site. We have applied the new crosslinking agent to antisense inhibition of gene
expression in cell. Now, we study about
higher functional intelligent molecules for
regulation of gene expression. We expect
that our research can be expanded to“ In

Cell Chemistry”in future.
Cross-linking to target
RNA
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G-quartet(G4) DNA

RNA

Functional Photochemistry and Chemical Biology
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Alkylation to G4

WADA Lab

Design and Synthesis of Artificial Nucleic Acid and Protein for Active Control of Cellular
Function and Development of High Sensitive & Time Resolve CD System

Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Sr. Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

Y. Araki
H. Kurokawa
M. Nishijima
S. Suzuki

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
Chemical Biology ／ oligonucleotide
therapeutics ／ external function
controllable material ／ CD
measurement system with high
sensitivity and high time resolution

Chemical synthesis and modification of
DNA/RNA and proteins are the fundamental
science and technology that have led the
molecular biology revolution. Hence, the
chemistry of DNA/RNA and protein not only
in vitro but also in vivo expects to open
the new generational stages of bioorganic
chemistry and molecular biology. Therefore,
focusing our research interest is mostly
on the recognition and complexation
behavior control of functional biopolymers,
such as DNA/ RNA, proteins, and their
derivatives by external factors, toward the
active control of cellular functions. Another
research topics of Wada Lab. are reaction
control based on molecular recognition
phenomena in both the ground and
electronically excited states. Our laboratory
is also working on the development of high-

sensitive and high timeresolved circular
dichroism (CD) spectrum measurement
system, creation of circularly polarized
luminescence (CPL) material/device, which
is attracting attention as the next 3D display
material, and supramolecular asymmetric
photochirogenesis utilizing proteins as a
chiral reaction media.
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Synthesis of Organic Functional Molecules
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-[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2
-[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2] = 60 M in deionized water.
Accuracy of the azimuth of retarder is within 1 arcmin. ( 0.017 ).
Retardance of retarder was around 10 .
S values were detected by a photodiode array in the condition of 1 ms gate width, 10 Hz and 1024 times
accumulation by our setup at rt.

和田研で構築した高感度・高時間分解の有する CD 測定装置

Nano Physical Chemistry
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KUMIGASHIRA Lab

Control and design of novel functionalities in oxide nanostructures

Hiroshi
Kumigashira
Prof.
Sr. Assis. Prof.

K. Yoshimatsu

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
Functional nanomaterials ／
Oxide electronics ／ Surface and
interface physical properties ／
Photoemission spectroscopy

Our goal is to control and design the
novel functionalities appearing in the
nanostructure of transition metal oxides
by the best possible combination of the
sophisticated oxide growth techniques using
molecular beam epitaxy and advanced
analysis techniques using synchrotron
radiation. The wide range of properties
exhibited by the oxide nanostructures
makes them one of the most interesting
groups of functional materials. The novel
physical properties arise from the interface
region between two different oxides. Thus,
in order to control the novel functionalities,
it is desired to obtain the knowledge of the
interfacial electronic, magnetic, and orbital
structures.
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For this purpose, in our laboratory, we utilize
state-oftheart spectroscopic techniques,
such as angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy and dichroic X-ray absorption
spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation,
which enable us to probe these structures
in the nm-scale region.

Biomolecular Structure

INABA Lab

Toward elucidation of cellular mechanisms underlying protein and metal ion homeostasis

Kenji
Inaba
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

H. Kadokura
S. Watanabe
Y. Amagai

Grad.Sch. of Science
Grad.Sch. of Life Sciences
Key word
X-ray crystal structure analysis ／
cellular homeostasis ／ protein
quality control ／ redox ／ calcium
ion
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The biological kingdoms have evolved
elaborate systems to maintain the cellular
homeostasis. Employing structural,
biochemical, proteomic and cell biological
approaches, we aim at deep
understanding of mechanisms
by which protein quality and
metal ion concentrations are
controlled in living cells. We
particularly focus on how
the protein disulfide bond
formation network and calcium
and zinc ion transporters
present in the early secretory
pathway contribute to the
cellular systems. Structural and
mechanistic insights gained in
this work will provide molecular

Cell Functional Molecular Chemistry

insights into neurodegenerative diseases,
diabetes and other fatal diseases caused by
impairment of these cellular quality control
systems.

MIZUKAMI Lab

Development of functional molecules to image and regulate biomolecules in living
samples

Shin
Mizukami
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Matsui
T. Kowada

Grad.Sch. of Science
Grad.Sch. of Life Sciences
Key word
bioimaging ／ fluorescent probe ／
photofunctional molecule ／ protein
engineering
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In a living body and cell, various
p r o t e i n c h e m i s t r y, w e d e s i g n a n d
biomolecules such as proteins, nucleic
synthesize functional molecules, apply
acids, and sugars function by interacting
them to image behaviors or activities of
with each other. To understand their
target biomolecules, and then regulate the
precise biological functions occurring within
functions of these targets by utilizing light.
a cell, it is important
to investigate
化学に基づく生体機能解析技術の開発
生体分子・機能の光活性化
the activities or
蛋白質改変
光機能性分子
behaviors of these
target molecules
in living systems,
where all of these
interactions with
生体分子・機能の可視化
細胞内局所への標的化
other biomolecules
可視化プローブ
are maintained. Using
o r g a n i c c h e m i s t r y,
macromolecular
chemistry, and

Biological and Molecular Dynamics

TAKAHASHI SATOSHI Lab

Dynamics of protein folding and function based on single molecule fluorescence
spectroscopy

Satoshi
Takahashi
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

K. Kamagata
H. Oikawa

Grad.Sch. of Science
Grad.Sch. of Life Sciences
Key word
Protein folding and design ／
Function of tumor suppressor p53
／ Single molecule fluorescence
spectroscopy

Proteins are natural machines that perform
various functions that sustain our lives. To
be biologically active, proteins, linear chains
of amino acids, need to form compact
three dimensional structures in the process
called protein folding. The folded structures
of proteins are determined by the primary
sequence of amino acids. However, it
is still extremely difficult to understand
the relationships among the amino acid
sequence, the folded structure, and the
function of proteins. In our laboratory, we
develop now single molecule fluorescence
spectroscopy and observe the rapid
process of protein folding directly. In
addition, we observe the functional
dynamics, a sliding motion along DNA, of a
tumor suppressor p53. Furthermore, based
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on the knowledge of protein folding and
function, we are developing a new strategy
to design artificial proteins.
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Computational Materials Thermodynamics

OHTANI Lab

Construction of theoretical phase diagrams and development of new materials based on
electronic theory

Hiroshi
Ohtani
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

M. Enoki
Y. Liu

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
CALPHAD ／ first-principles
calculations ／ materials design ／
electronic theory
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A remarkable development of electronic
expected to provide quite useful tools for
theory calculation has made it possible to
predicting new promising materials for
reproduce thermodynamic properties of
structures and functions, and hence make
materials in simulations. In our division,
an enormous contribution to the materials
we are conducting studies on theoretical
science.
phase diagrams of materials
(a)
(b)
based on computing free energies
s=Ni
of solids, physical properties of
s=Al
s=Mn
heterogeneous structures in crystals,
and thermodynamic properties of
s=V
s=Ti
s=Cr
liquid and glassy phases by coupling
s=V
the firstprinciples calculations and
the cluster variation methods, as well
s=Mo
s=Ti
as the quantum molecular dynamics.
s=Nb
Furthermore, the obtained results are
s=Cr
s=Al
clarified by means of experimental
(a) Change of enthalpy and (b) equilibrium atomic configurations obtained from
methods. These studies are certainly
Monte Carlo simulation for Fe-1at.%s-1at.%N at T = 773 K.

Synchrotron Radiation Microscopy and Informatics

TAKAHASHI YUKIO Lab

Function visualization of materials through coalition between advanced synchrotron
radiation measurement and informatics

Yukio
Takahashi
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

K. Shinoda
N. Ishiguro
J. Kang

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
Coherent X-ray Optics ／
Synchrotron Radiation ／
Visualization Measurement ／
Informatics
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Many practical materials are heterogeneous
complex systems with hierarchical
structures from nanometer to micrometer
scale.It is therefore important to understand
correlation between the fine structures
and the function at nanomeso scale to
create new functional materials.Synchrotron
radiation microscopy/spectroscopy can
provide multimodal visualization of bulk
m a t e r i a l s. E s p e c i a l l y, c o h e r e n t X - r a y
diffraction imaging is a promising method
for visualizing the structures inside bulk
materials at the nanoscale, which provides
the huge amount of structural and chemical
data in real 3D space. Recent machine
learning and data-mining techniques can
help the discovery and comprehension of
new materials and phenomena.Our mission
is the development of next-generation

synchrotron radiation microscopy /
spectroscopy methods using novel X-ray
optics. Finally, we will create the platform to
visualize the function of practical materials
using informatics.
X-ray Ptychography Apparatus@SPring-8 BL29XUL

Sample chamber

In-vacuum
pixel-array detector

X-rays

Advanced KB mirror optics

Quantum Spin Physics

SATO TAKU J Lab

Neutron inelastic scattering study on spin dynamics in quantum and itinerant magnets

Taku. J.
Sato
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

D. Okuyama
K. Nawa

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
neutron inelastic scattering ／
neutron magnetic scattering ／
quantum magnets itinerant electron
magnetism and superconductivity

Quest for novel quantum phases and
elucidation of them in correlated-manyelectron or quantum-spin systems is at
the heart of condensed matter physics
for decades, and has been our mission.
Neutron inelastic scattering is a powerful
tool to achieve this goal, enabling us
to directly observe spin dynamics in
condensed matter. Recently, the advantage
of using invariance on continuous
deformation (topology) becomes widely
recognized for elucidating physical
properties of many-body quantum systems;
a celebrated example may be electronic
topological insulator. We searched for
such topological states in quantum
magnets, and found topologically nontrivial
quasiparticles (triplons) in the quantum
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dimerized antiferromagnet Ba 2CuSi2O6Cl2.
Another recent discovery is the intriguing
slow dynamics of the lattice of skyrmions, a
topological spin texture in an itinerant chiral
magnet. Our activity to find and understand
n o v e l q u a n t u m p h a s e s, i n p a r t i c u l a r
characterized by its topological nature, is
advancing.
(c)

(a)

(b)

(a,b) Observed dispersions of triplons along H (or K) with the K (or H) integrated around
(a) K (or H) = 0, or (b) K (or H) = -1. The integration range is |K| (or |H|) < 0.1.
(c) Calculated modeled dispersions with the fictitious magnetic field shown by the arrows.

OKAMOTO Lab

Nano-scale physical properties of ferromagnetic materials and developments of
advancedmagnetic devices

Satoshi
Okamoto
Prof.
N. Kikuchi

Assis. Prof.

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
Ferromagnetic materials ／
magnetization measurements ／
spin dynamics ／ high-frequency
magnetic response

Ferromagnetic materials are widely utilized
for various fields such as information
communication technology, electronic
devices, motors, generators, and so on.
These various functionalities of magnetic
devices are governed by nano-scale
spin dynamics. Therefore, it is essentially
important to understand the physics of
nano-scale spin dynamics and to control
it for the advanced magnetic devices. For
example, the recording density of harddisk drives can be significantly increased by
controlling the spin dynamics of microwave
frequency range, i.e., microwave-assisted
magnetic recording technology. The highperformance permanent magnets, which are
indispensable for traction motors of electric

Hybrid Nano System
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vehicles, can be developed by controlling
the nano-scale spin dynamics at the grain
surfaces.

エネルギープロファイル挙動
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強磁性体の時間，サイズに対するスピンダイナミクス挙動とその応用

KANIE Lab

Functional Materials based on Multidisciplinary Precise Synthesis Across Organic,
Inorganic, and Bio

Kiyoshi
Kanie
Prof.
Sr. Assis. Prof.

M. Matsubara

Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
Organic-Inorganic Hybrid
Nanoparticles ／ Hybrid Liquid
Crystals ／ Nano-Inks for Printed
Electronics ／ Phospholipids-based
Artificial Materials
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Functional materials have large potentials
for our sustainable future life. From this
viewpoint, development of novel functional
materials is an indispensable target for
scientists to improve qualities of future
society and life. To date, we have designed
and synthesized novel-types of functional
materials beyond the conventional
frameworks of organic, inorganic, and
b i o c h e m i c a l s y n t h e s e s . E s p e c i a l l y,
“hybridization” of unique features of
materials is not only become a simple
technique to combine the properties but
also lead to induce novel-functions through
synergistic effect of the materials. Based
on this concept, we have successfully
developed hybrid functional materials such
as i) quantum effect-tunable nanoparticles
by the control of the nanoparticle-based

Solid Surface Physics

selforganized structures, ii) nanoinks to
obtain functional thin films by coating
methods for printed electronics, and iii)
stimuli-responsive artificial phospholipids
forming lamella and giant vesicle structures.

ABUKAWA Lab

Atomic-level characterization of solid surfaces and interfaces for new surface functions.

Tadashi
Abukawa
Prof.
Assis. Prof.

S. Ogawa

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
surface structure ／ surface
dynamics ／ electron diffraction ／
nano surface analysis

We investigate solid surfaces and interfaces
(SEM) are also used to measure nonat atomic level in order to create surfaces
uniform material surfaces at the nano level.
and interfaces with various functions.
We have developed several original
techniques for surface analysis,
such as correlated thermal diffused
scattering (CTDS) and Weissenberg
reflection high energy electron
diffraction (WRHEED). In order to
study reaction and phase transition
dynamics, we have developed a new
φ
Nano-WRHEED
method called streak camera reflection
high energy electron diffraction (SCRHEED), which captures high200μm
speed movement of surface atoms.
Photoelectron microscopy (PEEM)
Grains of Ni poly crystal and their 3D reciprocal maps by nano-WRHEED.
Grains of Ni poly crystal and their 3D reciprocal maps by nanoand scanning electron microscopy WRHEED.
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Nanoscale Magnetism
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Supercritical Fluid and Hybrid Nano Technologies

ADSCHIRI Lab(C:AIMR)

Creation of innovative nanomaterials by supercritical water: Science and Applications

Tadafumi
Adschiri
Prof.
Assoc Prof.

M. Tomai

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
supercritical water ／ super hybrid
／ nanomaterials ／ process
engineering
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Supercritical water is miscible with organic
materials. Using this feature, the organicallymodified metal-oxide nanoparticles can
be synthesized. Organically-modified
nanoparticles "organic-inorganic hybrid
nanomaterials" can be dispersed in organic
solvents at very high
concentration. We
aim to establish novel
fundamental of material/
process design for such
nanomaterials, which
behave like "molecules."
In addition, using
nanocatalyst synthesized
by supercritical water,
we are developing

innovative chemical processes for utilization
of low-temperature waste heat.

Nanocatalysts

↓
I n n o v a t i v e c h e m i c a l pr o c e s s e s f o r
utilization of low-temperature w aste heat

Laser Applied Material Science

SATO SHUNICHI Lab

Multidisciplinary research of photonics and material science

Shunichi
Sato
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

Y. Kozawa
Y. Uesugi
A. Tanabe

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
laser ／ photonics ／ materials
science ／ electron optics
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We are intentionally and intensively trying
and ultrafast process. The next is the
to make the best use of the excellent
investigation of vector beams, which
properties of lasers for the advancement
have inherent vectorial characteristics
of material science. The state-of theof electromagnetic wave, focusing
art photonics technologies are our useful
on its physics, the development of
and essential tools. At present, we are
beam generation, the improvement of
especially interested in the following tow
beam quality, and applications such as
topics. The first is the synthesis of single
laser processing and super-resolution
nano-particles of diamond-like-carbon and
microscopy.
noble metals by
using an intense
optical field, which
is generated by
tightly focused
femtosecond laser
pulses in liquid and
can be regarded
as a novel none q u i l i b r i u m , The Vector Beam under study shows a synegetic asoect of polarization, phase and pattern of a
n o n l i n e a r light beam.

Solid State Ionic Devices

AMEZAWA Lab

Toward the development of environmental-friendly energy conversion devices

Koji
Amezawa
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Nakamura
Y. Kimura
I. Sato

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
solid state ionics ／ energy
conversion ／ operando analysis ／
electrochemistry

Scientists and engineers in the 21st
century have a great responsibility to
solve environmental and energy problems
f o r a c h i e v i n g a s u s t a i n a b l e s o c i e t y.
Our laboratory contributes to solve
above-mentioned problems throughout
fundamental and application researches on
environmentalfriendly energy-conversion
devices, such as fuel cells and rechargeable
b a t t e r i e s. I n p a r t i c u l a r, f o c u s i n g o n
solidstate ion-conducting materials, we
are challenging to establish an academic
discipline on “solid-state ionics”, and
applying this to develop novel materials
and to improve performance/reliability of
the energy conversion devices. We are also
working for the development of advanced
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operando analytical techniques for solidstate ionic devices.
高温雰囲気制御型オ ペラ ンドマイ ク ロ X線吸収分光計測装置

第一原理計算による希土類メタリン酸塩における
第一原理計算による希土類メタリン酸塩におけるプロトン伝
プ ロ ト ン 伝導の発現機構モ デル
導の発現機構モデル

オペランド測定に

Environmental-Conscious Material Processing

NOGAMI Lab

Development of novel material processing through process analysis based on reactive
thermal fluid analysis

Hiroshi
Nogami
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

N. Maruoka
S. Natsui

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
process simulation ／ transport
phenomena ／ multiphase flow ／
thermal engineering

technology. Additionally, we are trying to
develop new processes for recovery and
storage of thermal energy.

Temperature evolution in non-uniform packed bed.

Materials Separation Processing

SHIBATA HIROYUKI Lab

Physicochemical approach to interfacial phenomena at high temperature for high
efficiency materials processing

Hiroyuki
Shibata
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

S. Sukenaga
S. Kawanishi

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
silicates ／ thermophysical property
／ solidification process ／ refining
process
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Recycling, refining and solidification
processes of materials are important
to sustain high efficiency process for
manufacturing products. Each material
separation process is governed by
many chemical and thermophysical
properties of materials and interfaces
among materials.
Functions of the materials should be
clarified from micromechanism of each
phenomenon to develop high efficiency
processes for materials separation as
well as crystal growth by means of insitu observation and measurements
especially at high temperature.

Quantum Beam-based Structural Biology and Chemistry

NANGO Lab

Capturing structural changes in proteins at work by quantum beams

Eriko
Nango
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

M. Okunishi
H. Fukuzawa

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
X-ray free electron lasers ／ X-ray
crystallography ／ time-resolved
measurement ／ rational protein
design

A protein is one of the biomolecules that
are essential to the phenomena of life, such
as cell signaling, in vivo catalytic reactions,
storage and transport. A three-dimensional
structure of a protein, which consists of a
number of amino acids, is closely related to
its function, and there has been an interest
in how a protein structurally changes when
it functions. However, new techniques
are needed to capture the movement of
nano-sized proteins on a fast time scale
(femtoseconds to milliseconds) at an atomic
level. In our laboratory, we use a quantum
beam such as an X-ray free-electron laser,
synchrotron radiation, or an electron beam
to visualize actual chemical and structural
changes in proteins. For instance, we
will reveal the switching mechanism of
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lightsensitive proteins and the reaction
mechanism of enzymes catalyzing unique
reactions. Furthermore, we aim to design
and create protein molecules with new
functions based on precise information from
dynamic structural analysis.

タンパク質（バクテリオロドプシ）に含まれる発色団周辺の構造変化
タンパク質（バクテリオロドプシ）に含まれる発色団周辺の構
造変化

Division of Measurements
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For the reduction of energy and material
resources consumption in base metals
production, improvement of process
efficiency, enhancement of flexibility to
raw material resources and development
of novel processes are required. One
of our approaches for this issue is
numerical process simulation to reproduce
and evaluate the materials production
processes, based on the theories of
multiphase fluid dynamics, reaction kinetics,
thermodynamics, thermal fluid engineering,
transport phenomena, powder technology,
and so on. Using the results of the process
analysis and the fruits obtained through
the modeling of unit operations, we are
trying to develop novel material production

DIVISION OF PROCESS AND SYSTEM ENGINEERING
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TAKAHASHI MASAHIKO Lab

Visualization of static and dynamic nature of matter by means of electron Compton
scattering

Masahiko
Takahashi
Prof.
N. Watanabe
Y. Onitsuka

Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
molecular science ／ atomic
collision physics ／ momentum
space chemistry ／ chemical
reaction dynamics

Properties of matter, such as reactivity and
functionality, are determined by the motion
of the constituent electrons and nuclei and
their concerted effect. For this reason, we
aim at understanding of static and dynamic
nature of matter at the most fundamental
level and exploration of materials having
desired functionalities, by developing new
and original spectroscopies that would
visualize the motion of both electrons and
nuclei in matter. They are all basically based
on either of electron-electron and electronatom Compton scattering:
(1) Imaging of the motion of electrons and
nuclei in matter by electron Compton
scattering,
(2) Visualization of the driving principle

behind chemical reaction by timeresolved electron Compton scattering,
(3) Stereo-dynamics of electron-molecule
collision by multiparameter coincidence
experiments.

開発中の時間分解原子運動量分光
過渡種内原子毎の運動量分布
 原子運動量分光
𝑑𝑑
 原子核による電子コンプトン散乱
� � � ��
���
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
 元素分析＋運動量解析
1ps幅の
過渡種内で各原子に働く力
パルス
電子線
Xe
CH4
 期待される成果
C H

化学反応の駆動原理の観察・解明

H原
原子運動の
ドップラー幅

時間分解
電子運動量分光

�� � �

時間分解
原子運動量分光

電子損失エネルギー [eV]

M. Yamazaki, M. Hosono, Y. Tang, & M. Takahashi,
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 88, 063103 (2017)

Quantum Beam Measurements
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 反応過渡種内で原子核に働く力の実時間計測

カウント数 [arb. units]

Division of Measurements

Quantum Electron Science
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MOMOSE Lab

Imaging by using wave nature of quantum beam

Atsushi
Momose
Prof.
W. Yashiro
K. Ikematsu
Assis. Prof.
Y. Wu
Sp. Ap. Assoc. Prof. H. Takano
Sp. Ap. Sr. Assis. Prof. K. Hashimoto
Assoc. Prof.

Sr. Assis. Prof.

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
Imaging ／ X-ray ／ phase measurement
／ three-dimensional observation

4-4

Quantum beams, such as X-rays, are
quantum beam physics, we are developing
used to visualize internal structures of
unique experimental environment and
various materials having the scales ranging
pioneering advanced imaging research.
from atoms to human. However, there
This technology is attractive for practical
is a problem that sufficient contrast is
applications, and we are also conducting
not obtained for materials consisting of
variouscollaborations with industry.
light elements, such as polymers, light
metals, and biological soft tissues. The
use of phase contrast based on the
wave nature of X-rays is significant for
overcoming this problem and enhances
the usefulness of quantum beams
tremendously. We have innovated in
X-ray imaging technology by developing
X-ray phase measurement, releasing
groundbreaking results beyond
斜め蒸着法で開発した中性子位相イメージング用高アスペクト比 Gd 大
conventional expectation. Based on 型格子

Structural Physics and Crystal Physics

KIMURA Lab

Ferroelectric polarization induced by magnetic order in magnetic ferroelectrics

Hiroyuki
Kimura
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Sakakura
H. Yamamoto

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
Precise crystal/magnetic structure
analysis under multiple extreme
conditions ／ Development of
neutron and X-ray diffractometers
／ Magnetic ferroelectrics ／
Hydrogen-bonded dielectrics

We have been developing the methodology
structure in this material is thought to be
for highresolution crystal and magnetic
the origin of electric polarization. We also
s t r u c t u r e a n a l y s i s u s i n g X ‐ r a y,
engage the development of novel neutron
Synchrotron radiation and Neutron beam
2-dimensional detector for structure
under extreme conditions such as low
analysis JRR-3 reactor.
temperature, high magnetic field, and high
pressure. We have also studied structural
phase transitions to understand the
microscopic origins of functional
properties in solid ‐ state
materials based on the accurate
distribution analyses of the electron
as well as nuclear densities. Figure
shows the complex magnetic
structure of magnetic ferroelectrics
derived by neutron magnetic
structure analysis. Cycloidal spin
magnetic structure of YMn2O5 magnetic ferroelectrics
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Nano/Micro Chemical Measurements

HIBARA Lab

Division of Measurements

4-5

Chemistry in nano/micro space: measurements & applications

Akihide
Hibara
Prof.
M. Fukuyama
D. M. Mott

Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
nano ／ micro analytical devices
／ imaging microscopy ／ optical
detection methods ／ interface
chemistry

We study advanced nano-micro
technologies in chemistry and biochemistry
and their applications to integrated
analytical devices. We investigate easy
and automated analytical technologies
for life science,environmental science,
food safety, and industrial process.
We also investigate novel analytical
technologies such as single cell analysis,
and single molecule analysis. For the
advanced technologies, fundamental
chemistry such as chemical reaction and
interfacial phenomena in a confined space
should be revealed in detail. We study
unique advanced measurement tools
such as microscopic imaging, and laser
microscopy.

自由界面の基礎科学

~Å
∞

エアロゾル・バブルの光学解析法

Polymer Physics and Chemistry

4-6

小型・可搬分析装置開発

JINNAI Lab

Observations of structures and dynamics in soft materials by using electron microscopy

Hiroshi
Jinnai
Prof.
Sr. Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

H. Marubayashi
T. Miyata
H. F. Wang

Key word
Soft Matter Physics ／ SelfAssembly in Polymers ／ Polymer
Crystals ／ Polymeric Hybrid
Materials

4-7

Quantum Optoelectronics

microstructures/dynamics and macroscopic
properties of polymeric materials through
these observations.
a

b

2.5

Tensile Strain

Grad.Sch. of Engineering

Polymers are industrially key materials and
their properties can be widely controlled
by mixing different polymers and polymers/
inorganic materials as well as by tuning
the chemical structure and molecular
arrangement. The relationships between
the microstructures inside and macroscopic
properties of polymeric materials have not
been clarified yet. Thus, we work on the
atomic-resolution observation of single
polymer chains, orientation mapping of
polymer crystals, 3D observation of phaseseparated structures, deformation-dynamics
observation of nanoparticle composite
materials, etc., by front-line transmission
electron microscopy techniques. We aim
to elucidate the relationships between

500 nm

0

(a) Transmission electron microscopy image of the
vertically-elongated inner structure of a rubber with silica
nanoparticles (black parts). (b) Tensile-strain map of (a).

CHICHIBU Lab

Design and creation of wide bandgap semiconductor quantum nanostructures and
spatiotime- resolved spectroscopy

Shigefusa F.
Chichibu
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

K. Kojima
K. Shima

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
Wide bandgap semiconductors ／
Quantum nanostructures ／ Carrier
dynamics ／ Spatio-time-resolved
spectroscopy

Research objectives of the laboratory are to
design and create quantum nanostructures
desirable for new functional optoelectronic
devices workable in deep ultraviolet，
visible， and optical communication
wavelengths using planetconscious wide
bandgap semiconductors，
namely （Al，In， Ga）N and
（Mg，Zn）O systems．
We are growing quantum
structures by metalorganic
vapor phase epitaxy and unique
helicon-wave-excited-plasma
sputtering epitaxy methods．
Ultrafast recombination
dynamics of excited particles
in nanostructures are studied
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by time-resolved spectroscopy using a
femtosecond laser，and very local carrier
dynamics are proved by focused pulsed
electron beams using a homemade，spatiotime-resolved cathodoluminescence system
equipped with a photoelectron-gun．

Center for Mineral Processing and Metallurgy
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High-temperature Physical Chemistry of Materials

FUKUYAMA Lab

High-temperature processes and measurements of materials

Hiroyuki
Fukuyama
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

M. Ohtsuka
M. Adachi

Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
materials processes ／ chemical
thermodynamics ／ thermophysical
properties of high-temperature
melts ／ crystal growth

5-2

Fukuyama laboratory studies novel
material processing based on chemical
thermodynamics with high-temperature
thermophysical property measurements.
Currently, we are developing new crystal
growth processes to bring a breakthrough
in nitride-semiconductor devices, which
are promising materials for next-generation
optical devices applied in
environmental, medical,
bio and information
technologies fields.
Database of thermophysical
properties of materials is
needed for modeling heat
and mass transports in
materials processes. The
world’first thermophysical

property measurement system has been
developed in our laboratory, which enables
accurate measurements of heat capacity,
thermal conductivity, emissivity, density and
surface tension of high-temperature melts,
utilizing electromagnetic levitation in a dc
magnetic field.

AIN 結晶成長のその場観察

Base Materials Processing

UEDA Lab

Optimization of high temperature processing for base metal

Shigeru
Ueda
Prof.
Assis. Prof.

X. Gao

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
Material processing ／ Iron and
steelmaking ／ High temperature
physical chemistry ／ Material
recycling

5-3

In order to establish a sustainable society,
engineering, our group aim to build the
it is necessary to maintain the supply of
reaction process necessary for sustainable
materials that act as social infrastructure.
resource supply, reduction and use of byGlobal crude steel production is increasing
products.
year by year, and demand for base and rare
metals is also increasing. At
the same time, degradation
and depletion of mineral
resources, and production
of CO2 and by-products
have become problems. It
is necessary to establish
social sustainability through
efficient material process and
resource recycling. Based
on high-temperature physical
Control of chemical reactions by
Figure. Analysis of reaction mechanism and
Figure. Analysis of reaction
c h e m i s t r y a n d r e a c t i o n controlling
Control of
chemical
reactions bycontrol
interface
phenomena
of high
temperature
reaction
Figure.
Analysis
of
mechanism
andreaction
control of high
Control ofcontrolling
chemicalinterface
reactions
by
phenomena mechanism
and control
of high
temperature
reaction
controlling interface phenomena
temperature reaction

Powder Processing for Functional Materials

KANO Lab

Development of new functional powder processing and optimum design of powder
processing by numerical simulation

Junya
Kano
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

S. Ishihara
K. Kushimoto

Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
powder technology ／ simulation ／
grinding ／ hydrogen energy

Development and manufacture of high
functional materials have been actively
made, and most of those raw materials,
intermediate products and final products
are particulate materials. The properties
of the high functional materials are greatly
dependent on the particle packing structure
in the materials as well as those chemical
compositions. The particle packing
structure is also highly dependent on the
particle properties and characteristics such
as particle size and its distribution of the
particles, which depend on their preparation
processes. Therefore, in order to obtain the
function desired, first of all, the preparation
process of the particles as a raw material
should be elaborately controlled, and then
the powder processing such as mixing,

filling, forming and composite must be
controlled exquisitely.
In our laboratory, we are carrying out
development of numerical simulation
method for control of powder processing.
Optimizing the powder processing by the
simulation is performed for energy saving
and resource saving. In addition, we are
developing processes for recycling of metals
from urban mines and for hydrogen energy
generation from biomass and plastics by
using the mechanochemical effects which
are obtained in the grinding process.

Experiment

Simulation

ADEM-CFD モデルによる液中での固体粒子破壊挙動のシミュ
レーション
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Energy Resources and Processing

KIRISHIMA Lab

Research on Nuclear Waste Management and Nuclear Facility Decommissioning by
Radiochemistry

Akira
Kirishima
Prof.
Assis. Prof.

D. Akiyama

Grad.Sch. of Engineering

Nuclear energy is one of the most important
develop novel and unique nuclear waste
energy resources of our modern society,
solidification processes using functional
therefore, it is strongly demanded to make
aluminum silicate minerals as fixation agent.
nuclear fuel cycle more reliable. Also,
decommissioning of the severely damaged
reactors by Fukushima NPP accident in
2011 and recovery of the
福島原発・事故対応、廃炉へ貢献する基礎化学研究 従来の核燃料サイクルで発生する廃棄物に該当しない異質な放射性廃棄物が大量に発生
contaminated environment,
（固体：溶融燃料, 機器設備,が
がれき等 液体：冷却水, 廃油等）
are urgent issues in Japan.
To respond these demands,
our group investigates
chemistry of nuclear
1600℃処理
fuel debris and leaching
（UO ーZrO ーセメント成分）
behavior of actinides in it
by synthesizing simulated
• 燃料デブリの性状が不明 → デブリの模擬体を合成し、分析・評価する → 最適な処理処分方策を検討・提案
fuel debris with actinide
• 異質な廃棄物の処理・処分の設計 → 工学的に信頼できる処理・処分のための基礎データを取得する
tracers. Furthermore, we
2011/10 福島第一発電所内

Key word
Radiochemistry ／ Nuclear waste
management ／ Decommissioning
／ Solution Chemistry

2
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Chemistry of Energy Conversion Devices

2

HONMA Lab

Nanotechnology and nanoscience of advanced functional materials for energy
technology innovations

Itaru
Honma
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

S. Stauss
H. Kobayashi
K. Iwase
G. Yuan

Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
Nanotechnology ／ Advanced
energy nanomaterials ／
Sustainable materials processing
／ Post lithium-ion battery ／ low
carbon emission technology
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Our research goal is to realize renewable
energy innovations and to contribute to global
sustainability through advanced nanotechnology
and nanoscience．Using environmentally
friendly materials processing and the exploration
of advanced functional nanomaterials, the
Honma laboratory investigates the frontiers
of nanotechnology and nanomaterials for
carbon capture and utilization, post lithiumion batteries，supercapacitors, and fuel cells,
thereby contributing to innovative solutions for
global sustainability, renewable energy, and a
low carbon emission industry. Our studies focus
on advanced functional nanomaterials such as
monoatomic layered materials (graphene and
transition metal dichalcogenides), nanoparticles,
nanoporous materials, multi-material compounds,
metastable materials, organic nanocrystalline
electrodes, novel solid state electrolytes for

all solid-state batteries, supercritical fluid &
hydrothermal-electrochemical processing, and
in-situ spectroscopy analysis using synchrotron
light sources．We investigate the superior
functionalities of these novel nanomaterials for
post lithium-ion batteries, fuel cells, solar cells,
and carbon dioxide conversion, to enable energy
device innovations, a low carbon emission
economy, and industrial competitiveness．
Research activities overview of Honma Laboratory @ Tohoku IMRAM
●Nanoparticles, clusters, mesoporous materials

● CuInSe2/TiO2solar cells

● Wearable batteries

Nanocrystalline electrodes

(Mo3S11)n cluster
Nature Materials
2016

BCSJ 2018

●All solid state Li batteries

Carbon 2017

JACS 2007

●Monoatomic 2D sheet materials

ACS Omega 2017
J.Supercritical Fluids 2017

●Mg batteries

Graphene assembly

●Solid state electrolytes
Lonic Liquid and Si particles (7nm)

Nano Letters 2016

Scientific Reports 2015

●Electrochemical supercapacitors / Redox flow battery
Nano Letters 2008

Solid state
Electrolytes

Transparent solid electrolyes

Chem. Mater., 2007

Li7La3Zr2O12

Scientific Reports 2014

Metallurgy and Recycling System for Metal Resources Circulation

J.Mater.Chem A 2017

SHIBATA ETSURO Lab

Establishment of Metal Resources Circulation System Based on Non-ferrous Smelting
Industry

Etsuro
Shibata
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

A. Iizuka
K. Adachi

Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
Non-ferrous Metallurgy ／ Metal
Resources Circulation ／ Recycling
／ Waste Treatment

Non-ferrous smelting industry is necessary
for achievement of the resource circulation
society. In the future, the use of various
electrical and electronic devices is expected
to increase with growth of population in
the world. To secure metal resources
continuously, it is necessary to recycle
metals used in waste products.
The main research aim is to establish the
metal resources circulation system based on
the non-ferrous smelting industry. Research
activities including non-ferrous metallurgy
along with mineral processing beyond
the traditional framework are intended
to achieve the high efficiency circulation
of metal resources and environmental
conservation in the future. Researches
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for smelting processes for primary and
secondary resources, treatments of byproducts and stabilization of environmental
load elements, etc. are conducted.
Cu concentrate
Cu scrap
ASR
Sludge etc.

Collecting system
of E-waste
Pre-treatments

Dismantling/
Physical separation

Nd magnet etc.

Cu smelter
(Electrolytic Cu)

Dust
(Cu, Pb, As)

Anode slime
(Cu, Pb, Se, Te, Ag, Au, Pt, Pd)
Decopperized slime (Cu, As, Sb)
Residues (Cu)
Electrolyte (Cu, Ni)

Recovery of active metals
Solvent extraction/
Electro-refining etc.

Purification (Cu)
Cu dross (Cu)
Residue
(Zn)

Zn smelter

PCB etc.

By-products

(Treatment and Refining)

Recovery and
stabilization of
toxic elements
(As, Hg, Cd)

Residues (As, Hg, Cd)

Cu dross
(Cu, Pb)

Recovery of Se, Te, Ni, Co, Sn, Sb,
Bi, In, Ga, Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru

Residue
Harris slag (Sn, In, Pb, As)
(Pb)
Distillation (Cd)
Dust
Anode slime
Residue (In, Ga) Purification
(Pb, In, Zn, As) (Pb, Sb, Bi, Ag, Au)
(Cd, Sb, Ni, As)

(Electrolytic Zn)
(Distilled Zn)

Pb-Ag residue (Pb, Ag)

ISP crude Pb (Pb, Sn, Sb, Bi, Ag, Au)

Zn concentrate
Crude ZnO (from EAF dust )

Pb smelter
(Electrolytic Pb)

Pb concentrate
Waste Pb battery
Sludge etc.

Linkage among copper, lead and zinc smelters to recover
valuable metals from various type of resources

Center for Mineral Processing and Metallurgy
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MURAMATSU Lab

Why don’
t you order us tailor-made, wellidentified, nano-hybrid materials?

Atsushi
Muramatsu
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Sr. Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

A. Watanabe
S. Maki
M. Kasuya
M. Yabushita
A. Rahman
F. Kaneko
T. Masui

Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
metal-doped zeolite catalysts
／ organic- inorganic hybrid
nanomaterials ／ hybrid liquid
crystal ／ energy catalysts ／
promoted semiconductor nanodots

Highly functional materials, such as metaldoped zeolite catalysts, ITO nanoink for
TCO, niobium-based oxide particles for
lead-free piezoelectric devices, titania,
perovskite metal oxides, semiconductor
nanoparticles, organic-inorganic hybrid
nanomaterials, fuel cell, and alloy
nanoparticulate catalysts, etc. have been
widely provided.
Their production methods are based on
the particle-synthesis principles,（1）strict
separation of nucleation and particle
growth, （2）perfect inhibition against
aggregation,（3）precise control in particle
synthesis mode. Namely, the physicochemical theory for the stability of coffee
or milk, and the very good foams of beer,
is similar to the formation of nanoparticles
precisely controlled in size and shape. What

kind of nanomaterials do you need ？ We’ll
make it.
H2O/solvent = 43/57 (v/v)

Appl. Catal. B: Environ., 144, 462 (2014); Mater. Trans., 55, 147 (2014); CrystEngComm, 16, 5591 (2014).

Fe3+

Sn4+

Ti4+

OMATA Lab

Creation of environmentally-conscious materials based on atomic site designing

Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
inorganic materials ／ energyharvesting devices converting
natural energy into electrical energy
／ ion-exchange and intercalation
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a-Si

Si

Synchrotron Radiation Soft X-ray Microscopy

`

Cu2O

Assis. Prof.

S. Tsukuda
I. Suzuki
A. Dorai

CdTe

Assis. Prof.

SnS

Sr. Assis. Prof.

CuInSe2

Prof.

Most innovations have been triggered by
cells, fuel cells and light-emitting devices
advent of new materials, and the present
using those materials are now developing.
e n e r g y, e n v i r o n m e n t a l a n d r e s o u r c e
issues are expected to be solved by
Intermediate Temperature
new materials. We focus on to explore
Thin-film Solar Cell
Fuel Cell
new materials and their synthesis
Electrochemical
routes using ion-exchange and ionic
H+-injection
30
intercalation techniques. Proton
20
Fuel cell
conducting phosphate glasses working
at intermediate temperatures and narrow
10
Environmental-friendly
thin-film solar cells
gap oxide semiconductors applicable
0
1
1.5
2
2.5
in visible and NIR regions have been Light-emitting Quantum Dots 0.5
Energy band gap / eV
recently developed. Simple and safe
β-CuGaO
SnS
2
Zn(Te, Se)
Quantum Dots
synthesis routes to cadmium-free
quantum dot phosphors and colloidal
indium arsenide quantum dots for solar
cells were also found out. Thin-film solar
β-CuGaO2

Takahisa
Omata

Ge

Center for Advanced Microscopy and Spectroscopy

Atomic Site Control in Inorganic Materials
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B3+

Ga3+

Efficiency / %

Center for Mineral Processing and Metallurgy

Hybrid Nano-particle
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TAKATA Lab

Development and Applications of Nano Visualization Technology based on Synchrotron
Radiation X-rays

Masaki
Takata
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Ejima
S. Yamamoto
T. Hatano

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
N e x t - G e n e r a t i o n Sy n c h r o t r o n
Radiation Facility ／ X-ray Optics ／
Soft X-ray Microscopy ／ Operando
measurement

The mission of Takata Lab is to visualize
electronic structures of materials at nanometer level using synchrotron radiation (SR)
X-rays, and establish the design guidelines for
developing new functional materials. Currently,
we are strongly promoting the “NextGeneration Synchrotron Radiation Facility”
(Fig. 1), which is a state-of-the-art soft X-ray
light source, scheduled to be constructed
on Aobayama new campus by FY2023.
We aim to innovate X-ray nano visualization
technology by combining the unprecedented
light properties of the next-generation SR
facility with our own measurement and analysis
methods. In addition, we aim to make the
next-generation SR facility a cradle of open
innovation through a new type of industry-
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academia collaboration based on“Coalition
Concept”(Fig.
2), in which
academia and
company form
a strong oneon-one team
to solve social
Fig.1
challenges.

Fig.2

TERAUCHI Lab

Development and Applications of nm-scale Crystallography and Spectroscopies

Masami
Terauchi
Prof.
Y. Sato
D. Morikawa
T. Okumura

Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
electron microscopy ／ electron
energy-loss spectroscopy ／ softX-ray emission spectroscopy
／ convergent-beam electron
diffraction

Our lab develops accurate nanometer
scale characterization methods of crystal
structures by convergent-beam electron
diffraction（CBED）and electronic structures
by electron energy-loss spectroscopy
（EELS）and soft-X-ray emission
spectroscopy（SXES）for evaluating new
functional materials. For performing crystal
structure studies，we developed a new Ω
-filter electron microscope and a refinement
soft-ware, which can perform not only atom
positions but also electrostatic potential and
charge distributions. For electronic structure
studies, a high-resolution EELS microscope
and SXES instruments were developed.
Figure shows carbon K-emission spectra of
amorphous carbon-nitride and other carbon

allotropes obtained by using a developed
SXES instrument attached to a scanning
electron microscope.

Electron Interference Measurement

6-3

TERAUCHI (c) Lab

Multidisciplinary research for structure, conductivity and electromagnetic field at
nanometer scale

Masami
Terauchi
Prof.
Sr. Assis. Prof.

Z. Akase

Key word
electron holography ／
electromagnetic field ／ conductivity
／ in situ observation

Electron holography, which is based on the
interference of electron wave, is a powerful
technique to visualize electromagnetic
fields. We are devoted to precise
measurements of the electromagnetic fields
in many advanced materials, both in hard
and soft matters. Special efforts are made
to develop unique tools that are combined
with electron holography: e.g., a magneticshielded pole piece dedicated to magnetic
domain observations, and a special
equipment to move microprobes inside
the transmission electron microscope.
These techniques enable simultaneous
measurements of the electromagnetic
fields, conductivity, structure, as well as
composition at nanometer scale.

situobservations
observationsofofthe
the antiferromagnetic
antiferromagnetic (AFM)
In In
situ
(AFM)
to ferromagnetic (FM) phase transformation in
to ferromagnetic (FM) phase transformation in
La0.44Sr0.56MnO3. The FM phase nucleates near 202
La0.44Sr0.56MnO3.
The FM phase
near
K as shown by the arrowhead
in (a) nucleates
and its volume
202
K as shown
the arrowhead
in (a) and
its volume
increases
withbyheating.
The magnetic
flux
(white
lines) iswith
closed
insideThe
the magnetic
FM phaseflux
at (white
any stages
increases
heating.
lines)ofis
the magnetic
separation.
Arrows
the
closed
inside thephase
FM phase
at any stages
of indicate
the magnetic
direction
of
magnetic
flux.
phase separation. Arrows indicate the direction of
magnetic flux.

Advanced Scanning Probe Microscopy
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KOMEDA Lab

Single spin detection and manipulation for molecule-spintronics

Tadahiro
Komeda
Prof.
Sr. Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Takaoka
Y. Sainoo

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
scanning tunneling microscope ／
quantum computing ／ spintronics
／ ESR-STM

The detection of a single spin is demanded
for variety of applications, e.g., for reading
and manipulation of isolated spins for
spintronics and quantum computation.
We are developing instrumentation of the
detection of a single spin using scanning
tunneling microscope (STM).
Especially, a method that detects the
Larmor precession by monitoring a variation
of tunneling current, called ESR-STM, has
a large advantage due to its compatibility
with solid devices and atom-scale spatial
resolution. We successfully developed ESRSTM instrument which can detect the single
spin in SiO layers.
In addition, for the realization of the
molecular-spintronics, single molecule
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magnet (SMM) is one of the most promising
material. We investigated the spin of SMM
by detecting Kondo states. We found that
the Kondo peak intensity shows a clear
variation with the conformational change
of the molecule; namely the azimuthal
rotational angle of the Pc planes.

⾃⼰組織化された磁性分⼦薄膜
磁気特のナノレベル分析⼿法開発

Center for Advanced Microscopy and Spectroscopy

Electron -Crystallography and –Spectroscopy
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Organic and Hybridized Nanocrystals

HIBARA (c) Lab

Hybrid Materials Research Center

Creation of novel organic-inorganic hybridized nanocrystals for next-generation photonic
materials

Akihide
Hibara
Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Onodera

Grad.Sch. of Science
Key word
organic nanocrystals ／ hybridized
nanocrystals ／ directed-assembled
nanostructure control ／ photonic
materials

7-2

In current material science, hybridized
interaction between exciton and enhanced
nanomaterials are expected to exhibit
photoelectric field on nano‑level, random
the peculiar optoelectronic and photonic
laser oscillation using porous materials, and
properties, which are strongly dependent
visible-light driven photocatalysts using pion combination of organic and inorganic
conjugated organic nanocrystals are also
components, size and shape, inner
now in progress.
structure, and interface interaction.
Aiming to develop photonic device
materials, our research group
has extensively studied on massproduction of well-defined organic
1 mM SDS
nanocrystals, design of organic0.1 mM SDS
inorganic hetero nano-interface and
hybridization method, and evaluation
of optoelectronic and photonic
functions. Especially, enhanced SEM image of Pt-deposited pi-conjugated organic nanofibers and
SEM image of Pt-deposited pi-conjugated
nanofibers and H2
f l u o r e s c e n c e b a s e d o n m u t u a l generation
H2 generation
under
visible
irradiation.
under
visible
light light
irradiation.

Hybrid Carbon Nanomaterials

NISHIHARA Lab

Development of advanced functional carbon materials

Hirotomo
Nishihara
Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Yoshii

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
nanocarbons ／ adsorption ／
energy storage ／ solid reactions
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It is difficult to precisely control the structure
of carbon-based materials with noncrystalline frameworks. Moreover, precise
structure drawing of such non-crystalline
materials is also a difficult issue. We have
developed the new techniques which allow
the bottom-up synthesis of advanced carbon
materials with controlled structures at atomic/
molecular scale, specifically using organic
synthesis or chemical-vapor deposition.
Thus, a variety of functional carbon materials
have been achieved such as metal-carbon
frameworks with defined chemical structures
like organic crystals, micro/mesoporous
materials with single-graphene walls, and
carbon-based composite materials. Also, we
focus on the elucidation of physicochemical
properties of carbon materials including

reactivity, durability, and catalysis from the
view point of chemistry by using advanced
analysis techniques. Moreover, we proceed
in the application of our advanced carbonbased materials for supercapacitors,
secondary batteries, fuel cells, heat pump,
new energy devices, functional adsorbents,
c a t a l y s i s, a n d h e a l t h c a r e , w i t h m a n y
collaborators including research organizations
and companies.

Hybrid Material Fabrication

AKUTAGAWA Lab

Fabrications of multifunctional molecular materials

Tomoyuki
Akutagawa
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

N. Hoshino
T. Takeda

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
organic electronic materials ／
molecular conductors ／ molecular
ferroelectrics ／ molecular electronics

Multifunctional molecular-assemblies and
hybrid organic- inorganic materials are
examined from the viewpoint of structural
freedom of organic molecules. The spin and
electronic states of molecular-assemblies
are designed in terms of electrical
conductivity, magnetism, and ferroelectricity.
For example, the designs of flip-flop
motions and dipole inversions in the crystals
realized the ferroelectric properties. The
hybrid assemblies with the supramolecular
rotators and magnetic anions formed the
multifunctional ferroelectric - ferromagnetic
materials. Diverse molecular assemblies
from single crystal, plastic crystal, liquid
crystal, gel, to Langmuir-Blodgett film are
our research targets. The researches will be
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essential for future molecular electronics.

Photo-Functional Material Chemistry

NAKAGAWA Lab

Advanced photo-functional materials for nanoimprint

Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Nakamura
S. Ito

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
Materials chemistry ／ macromolecular
science ／ monolayer engineering ／
nanoimprinting

7-5

Nakagawa group has dedicated to
pursue scientific principles for molecular
control of interface function occurring
at polymer/other material interfaces and
to put them into practice in nanoimprint
lithography promising as a next generation
nanofabrication tool. We are developing
advanced photo-functional materials such
as sticking molecular layers for “fix by
light”, UV-curable resins and antisticking
molecular layers for“preparation by light”,
fluorescent resist materials for“inspection
by light”, and hybrid optical materials
“available to light”and new research tools
such as mechanical measurement systems
to evaluate release property of UV-curable
resins. Our research aims at creating new

devices to control photon, electron, and
magnetism.

Organic- and Bio- Nanomaterials

KASAI Lab

Fabrication of The Novel Designed Nanodrugs Composed of Poorly Water-Soluble
Compounds

Hitoshi
Kasai
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

Y. Koseki
A. T.N.Dao
T. Arita
R. Suzuki

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
Nano Drugs ／ Organic Nanoparticles
／ Anti-cancer Drugs

8-1

For the design of the conventional drug
compound, it was common to add a watersoluble substituent to a compound having
a pharmacological effect. However, in the
case of anti-cancer drugs, it was reported
that the water-soluble compounds given
by using intravenous administration were
easily filtered from kidney or diffused even in
normal tissue. On the other hand, it is known
that, when μ m-sized drugs with more than
100nm were administrated in the blood, they
tended to be transported to the liver after
macrophages were phagocytosed(Fig.1).
In our group, in order to overcome the
above problems, we are designing the novel
anti-cancer drugs composed in the dimer or
the compounds to which the poorly watersoluble substituent such as a cholesterol
derivative are chemically linked. In addition,

by utilizing our technique of reprecipitation
for fabrication of organic nanoparticles, we
could establish the method to obtain 100
nm or less of the nano-prodrugs (Fig. 2).
As a result, we have found that our anticancer nano-prodrugs themselves could be
delivered even within the cells of the tumor
tissue, and this strategy was applicable for
the other drugs such as eye drops and so
on. We are aiming at practical application of
this nano-prodrugs in the near future.
全⾝へ拡散
(size : < 数nm)

肝臓による解毒
マクロファージ (size : > 100 nm)

腎臓による排泄
(size : < 数nm)
：マイクロ薬剤
Size： > 100 nm

ナノ粒⼦のまま
細胞内に到達！！

：ナノ薬剤
Size：10 nm 〜 100 nm
：薬分⼦（< 数nm）

がん細胞への到達

腫瘍組織への集積
(size : 10 nm 〜 100 nm)

Fig. 1

Inorganic Crystal Structural Materials Chemistry

Fig. 2

YAMANE Lab

Synthesis and crystal structure analysis of oxides, suboxides, nitrides, and Zintl
compounds

Hisanori
Yamane
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

T. Yamada
R. Simura
J. Takahashi

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
inorganic structural chemistry ／
solid state materials chemistry ／
ceramics ／ materials synthesis

We are searching new inorganic
compounds, analyzing their crystal
structures and characterizing their
properties. The novel methods developed
for the synthesis of the new compounds are
applied to the preparation of conventional
ceramics and inorganic materials in order to
improve their qualities and performances.
⃝ Synthesis of oxides, suboxides, and
nitrides by the solid state reaction and
flux methods
⃝ C r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e a n a l y s i s a n d
characterization of new inorganic
compounds
⃝ D e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e r m o e l e c t r i c
materials based on multinary
intermetallic compounds
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⃝ Development of novel synthetic routes
for advanced ceramic materials using
active metals

Synthesis of a new polymorph ε -TiO using a Bi flux.

Hybrid Materials Research Center

Masaru
Nakagawa

・
Polymer

7-4

Center for Exploration of New Inorganic Materials

8-2

Metallurgical Design for Material Functions

YAMANE (c) Lab

Synthesis of quasicrystals and their structure analysis, and designing catalysts in terms
of metallurgy

Hisanori
Yamane
Prof.
Assoc. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

S. Kameoka
N. Fujita
Key word

quasicrystal ／ catalysis ／ lattice
defect ／ valence electronic
structure

8-3

Quasicrystals（QCs）and alloy catalysts
are the main foci of the lab, ranging
from fundamental studies to material
developments. The QC-related
topics include the search for novel
quasicrystalline alloys, structure analysis,
phase transformation mechanisms,
mathematical modeling, the development
of QC-reinforced high-strength Mg alloys
and QC catalysts. We also pursue a new
paradigm for designing catalysts in terms
of metallurgy by controlling electronic
structure and microstructure： 1）control
of electronic structure by alloying to
adjust the catalytic function, aiming at
replacement for precious metals, 2）
tailoring nanoarchtectures through self-

organization processes generated by
leaching or redox treatments for developing
new processes for catalysts.

Environmental Inorganic Materials Chemistry

YIN Lab

Creation of Environmental Responsive Inorganic Nanomaterials by Solvothermal Reaction

Shu
Yin
Prof.
Assis. Prof.
Assis. Prof.

Y. Asakura
T. Hasegawa

Grad.Sch. of Environ. Stud.
Key word
Mixed Anion Compounds
／ Solvothermal Process ／
Morphological Control of Ceramics
／ Environmental Responsive
Functionality

8-4

The development of environmentally
responsive inorganic nanomaterials with
controllable morphologies and their
advanced functionalities related with
energy and environment is carried out.
Environmentally friendly soft chemical
processes, especially solution process
consisted of solvothermal reaction using
water and non-aqueous solvents at elevated
temperatures, are mainly used for the
synthesis of mixed anion compounds and
the control of their electronic structures.
T h e p r e c i s e c o n t r o l o f m o r p h o l o g y,
crystalline phase, crystallinity and particle
size of environmental responsive inorganic
nanomaterials is carried out under
environmental friendly conditions.
The creation of environmental responsive

inorganic functional materials with novel
applications on environmental harmony,
high-efficiency energy utilization, and
responsivity related to photon and
chemicals is carried out.

YMnO3 を利用した酸素製造のイメージ図
Schematic image for oxygen production by using YMnO3

Inorganic Materials for Chemical Transformation

KATO Lab

Construction of highly active inorganic materials for chemical reactions

Hideki
Kato
Prof.
Assis. Prof.

H. Kumagai

Grad.Sch. of Engineering
Key word
Photocatalyst ／ Inorganic material
chemistry ／ Energy conversion

Our research interest is focused on
construction of high-performance inorganic
materials for artificial photosynthesis
and biomass conversion, which are very
important techniques in sustainable society.
For artificial photosynthesis, we are making
an effort to construct semiconductor
photocatalysts with response to longer
wavelengths and higher quantum yields. To
achieve it, we examine control of band gaps
and reactivity of electrons/holes through
band potential tuning, surface modification
for introduction of active sites and control
of carrier traps, and synthesis processes.
We also study properties of complex oxides
as solid acid-base catalysts for biomass
conversion. In addition, we are exploring
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new inorganic compounds capable of
application to photocatalysts and solid
acid-base catalysts.
Design of element-substituted compound
substitution

Morphology control of photocatalyst particles

1 µm

